COMPOSER

Works for the
Classical Concert

Kaufman has composed music for
solists, film, chamber works, full
orchestra and theater. His music
has been performed all over the
globe. He has developed an
original series of works where live
performance is combined with
soundscapes created from hundreds
of natural sounds and video.

“…Kaufman is decisively gifted with a
unique and individual voice. His self
motivation is complete… he has
assembled an astonishing catalogue of
characteristic works all bristling with
force, energy, as well as tender
expressiveness.” – Yehudi Wyner –
Pulitzer Prize Winner 2006

CHRISTOPHER
KAUFMAN

Environmental Works
PRESENTER
As Founder/Director of CHIRON
Performing Arts, Kaufman has
presented the work of hundreds of
artists of all disciplines.

“Kaufman has captured in sound and
sight the beauty and mystery of our
planet and its relation to the cosmos.
The piece builds to a sense of urgency
that resolves in light—an
extraordinary feat...” – Shelly Herman
Gillon, Playwright

Theatrical Works

TEACHER
Dr. Kaufman has taught young people for
over 20 years in a variety of capacities.
He has developed Original Methods for
the Creative Aspects. He has combined
his work as a Teacher, Composer, Author
and Artist in his multimedia works.

“Kaufman’s ‘The Musical Forest’
builds on the tradition of Stravinsky’s
l’Histoire du Soldat and Prokofiev’s
Peter and the Wolf, creating a unique
performance work that entertains and
educates in an original work of art” Joe Carroll, Emmy award winning
composer.

COMPOSER

WWW.SOUNDARTUS.COM
jmusic800@gmail.com

http://soundartus.com/the-composer/

STRING QUARTET #1 - “Freedom”

HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC
HVM is an ‘environmental work’ where ‘music concrete’
composed from hundreds of natural sounds acts as backdrop
to live musicians who perform before a video comprised of
both natural imagery and the work of environmental artist
Ken Cro-Ken. Kaufman ‘resesigns’ the work for any and all
manner of instrumentation. It has been performed with
solists, many chamber ensembles and full orchestra.

Composed in response to the
presidential election of 2016,
this work begins in an
atmosphere of furious
passion and ends with a
supercharged version of the
National Anthem .

CHIRON
Performing Arts
As Founder/Director
of this Arts
Performance Org.,
Kaufman has
presented the work
of hundreds of
Artists of all
Disciplines.
https://soundartus.com/chiron/

The middle movements are dedicated to the memory of
Anna Filameno, Dr. Kaufman’s mother, and are filled with
rhythms of New York, her home city, and music which
expresses lamentation and spiritual vision. The transition to
the finale features homages to Kaufman’s teachers Donald
Erb and Karel Husa.
https://soundartus.com/freedom-quartet/

" ...Kaufman is among the most deeply,

strikingly talented composers we have ever
encountered, anywhere...” - Steven Stucky,

“Kaufman is one of the most talented composers I
have ever taught… he is an exceptional talent in every
way…” - Donald Erb

VISIT: https://soundartus.com/the-composer/ - To explore

HVM takes the audience on a journey from the Long Island
Sound, up the Hudson River Valley and into mythological
space.
http://soundartus.com/
hudson-valley-music/

Works for Orchestra
“The natural sounds and the
musicians intertwine together
perfectly to create something
original and powerful...” - Aice
Cotton, artist

MYTHAGOS
https://soundartus.com/mythagos/

‘THE SEA GOD’
https://soundartus.com/the-sea-god/

“…I like how all ages can
simply give in and enjoy the
experience of your music” Ken Cro-Ken, artist

‘THE MUSICAL FOREST’
https://soundartus.com/themusical-forest-presentation-page/

Multimedia Works

OCEAN
Violin and Piano

IN MEMORIAM
Wendy Maraniss: Solo pno.

MADRIGAL IN
SPRING
Piano Trio

BRASS QUINTET

THE PHOENIX
Chamber Ballet

https://soundartus.com/
ocean/

https://soundartus.com/
in-memoriamwendy-maraniss/

https://soundartus.com/
madrigal-in-spring/

https://soundartus.com/

https://soundartus.com/
the-phoenix/

brass-quintet/

https://soundartus.com/
the-phantastic-theater/

